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The resistive switching properties of ITO/ZnO/p-Si devices have been studied, which present well-

defined resistance states with more than five orders of magnitude difference in current. Both the

high resistance state (HRS) and the low resistance state (LRS) were induced by either sweeping or

pulsing the voltage, observing some differences in the HRS. Finally, the charge transport mecha-

nisms dominating the pristine, HRS, and LRS states have been analyzed in depth, and the obtained

structural parameters suggest a partial re-oxidation of the conductive nanofilaments and a reduction

of the effective conductive area. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5046911

The poor energy efficiency of CMOS transistors and the

fast scaling in memories are considered a serious drawback

within the new era of big data and Internet of Things, which

leads to the search of a new generation of ultra-low power

nanodevices to overcome this important challenge that the

electronics industry faces. Resistive switching (RS) memories

or resistance random access memories (ReRAMs) have

become a solution for the next generation of nonvolatile mem-

ories thanks to their low-power operation, high switching

speed, and compatibility with the CMOS technology.1–4 In

these devices, the switching between the low resistance state

(LRS) and the high resistance state (HRS), when an external

electric field is applied, is due to either ionic movement lead-

ing to atomic rearrangement inside the active layer (valence

change mechanism, VCM) or metallic diffusion from the elec-

trode (electro-chemical metallization, ECM), thus inducing

the formation and destruction of conductive nanofilaments

(CNFs).5,6 Different oxide compounds have been explored,

such as TiO2, HfO2, SnO2, or ZnO, which have demonstrated

promising results.7–12 Among these metal oxides, ZnO has

long attracted a great deal of attention because of its abun-

dance and non-toxicity, giving rise to special interest also in

gas sensing13,14 or as a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) in

light-emitting and photovoltaic devices. Hence, this broad

range of applications of ZnO makes it a potential candidate

for the field of transparent ReRAM devices.

Here, we report on the RS properties of sputtered ZnO

within an indium tin oxide (ITO)/ZnO/p-Si device configura-

tion. The selection of ITO as the top contact also provides

advantages over the control of the switching mechanisms, as

no metal diffusion from the electrodes should occur.15–18 More

than five orders of magnitude difference in current has been

observed between LRS and HRS, with stable switching, taking

place at low voltages (61 V) and with free current compliance.

A cycling endurance beyond 1000 cycles has been demon-

strated using pulse trains for performing the reading and the

changes between the two resistance states. Finally, the obtained

results are explained according to the charge transport mecha-

nisms underlying the three different conduction states (pristine,

LRS, and HRS), which sheds light on the CNF formation and

destruction processes within ZnO. Whilst other publications

only perform a fitting of the experimental data using different

conduction models but without discussing the extracted physi-

cal parameters,19–21 the hereby presented extended analysis of

the I(V) curves of our devices allowed for the determination of

structural parameters related to RS, such as the effective con-

ductive area in LRS and the filament gap in HRS. The determi-

nation of these parameters has previously been carried out

directly by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techni-

ques.22–24 However, in-situ and ex-situ observation of the crea-

tion of those conductive paths and their interruption is a

complex procedure, as well as the fact that sample preparation

and/or the observation itself may modify the local structure.

Devices consisting of ITO/ZnO/p-type Si have been fabri-

cated using a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) configura-

tion. For the oxide region, a 60-nm-thick layer was deposited

on a p-type (100)-oriented silicon substrate by means of a

4-inch radiofrequency magnetron sputtering system from a

pure ZnO target, using a power density value of 0.97 W cm�2,

a 15 lbar Ar pressure, and a substrate temperature of 400 �C.

An annealing process at 450 �C for 1 h was carried out in a

conventional furnace and under an Ar atmosphere. The top

contact was achieved by deposition of ITO by electron-beam

evaporation with subsequent annealing at 200 �C in air for 1 h.

By using photolithography, devices with an effective area of

460� 460 lm2 were fabricated. A sketch of the device struc-

ture is presented in Fig. 1(a) with the different materials that
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compose each labelled layer. Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX)

analyses were performed on a 2-lm-thick ZnO film grown

with the same conditions than those used for the active layer

presented, by employing an OXFORD Instruments equipment

monitored with the INCA software and installed on a JEOL

6400 SEM microscope operating at 20 kV. Raman measure-

ments were done at room temperature using a Horiba Jobin

Yvon LabRam spectrometer, exciting the sample with the 325-

nm line of a He-Cd laser. The electric characterization of the

MOS devices was performed by means of an Agilent B1500

semiconductor device analyzer.

The ZnO active layer of the hereby presented resistive

switching device has been characterized through diverse

techniques. The TEM images of the ZnO layer are presented

in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). As it can be seen in Fig. 1(b), the ZnO

active layer, deposited on top of the Si substrate, presents a

thickness of �60 nm. A native SiO2 thin layer can be seen at

the interface with the Si substrate. Pt layers were deposited

via focused ion beam (FIB) to prepare the sample for TEM.

The polycrystalline nature of the ZnO active layer can be

easily identified in Fig. 1(c). The composition of the ZnO

active layer has been analyzed by means of EDX, resulting

in 46 at.% O and 54 at.% Zn, thus containing an expected

oxygen deficiency due to the sputtering technique. A further

analysis of the crystalline state of the ZnO layer has been

carried out by means of Raman spectroscopy under near res-

onant conditions. In Fig. 1(d), it is displayed the spectra cor-

responding to a pristine device, where the E1(LO) mode is

shown up to the fifth order; this, together with a low value of

the half-width at half-maximum of �13.7 cm�1 for the first

peak, implies a high crystalline quality.25,26

The I(V) characteristics of the devices were studied by

applying a voltage on the top electrode while grounding the

bottom contact, sweeping the voltage from V ¼ –1 V to V
¼ þ1 V, thus performing RS cycles. In Fig. 2(a), we show a

representative I(V) curve out of more than 100 cycles, where

the change from LRS to HRS is achieved at negative voltages,

while the reverse change takes place at positive ones. Prior to

it, an electroforming process was carried out by applying a

positive ramp voltage and setting a current compliance at

5 mA. The voltage at which this electroforming process takes

place lies around 12.5 V, leading the device to the LRS, as

shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a). This state exhibits a much

higher current than the pristine state, but without the need for

using a limiting current compliance of the measuring system

considering the explored range of voltages (61 V): this state

can thus be considered as a self-compliant LRS. The follow-

ing step consists in applying a negative ramp voltage until

–1 V in order to switch from LRS to HRS, leading to a consid-

erable reduction in the current passing through the device, but

being larger than the one observed in the pristine state. After

applying another voltage sweep up to 1 V, the LRS state is

again recovered. In this cycle, the set and reset processes

occur around þ0.4 V and�0.4 V, respectively.

At this point, the device was submitted to 100 consecu-

tive self-compliant cycles by means of positive and negative

ramp voltages in the range from �1 V to þ1 V for set and

reset steps, respectively [see the inset of Fig. 2(a)]. A current

contrast of more than 5 orders of magnitude is observed

between both states at a read voltage of Vread ¼ �0.2 V (LRS

is plotted in blue, HRS in red). In order to analyze better

these parameters along the 100 cycles, Fig. 2(b) shows the

cumulative probability of the currents at Vread for HRS and

LRS. This plot confirms that both states are well defined and

stable, with mean current values of �10�11 A and �2� 10�6

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the ZnO-based devices under study in this work. (b) TEM image of the deposited ZnO active layer, where the thickness of the layer can

be measured to be �60 nm. (c) Zoom-in of the red-squared region in (b), where the polycrystalline nature of the layer can be identified. (d) Raman spectrum of

a pristine device with the E1(LO) vibrational mode of ZnO and its overtones up to the 5th order, demonstrating its high crystalline quality.

FIG. 2. (a) I(V) characteristics of one RS cycle, where the voltage sweep direc-

tion of each cycle is indicated by arrows. HRS and LRS are colored in red and

blue, respectively, whereas the set and reset processes are displayed in black.

The vertical green dashed line indicates the read voltage (Vread) where the cur-

rent is analyzed. In the inset, the electroforming process is shown, followed by

the 100 cycles, as a reference scale. (b) and (c) represent the cumulative proba-

bility of the HRS and LRS currents at Vread, and the cumulative probability of

the Vset and Vreset, respectively, averaged over the 100 cycles.
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A for HRS and LRS, respectively. The cumulative probabili-

ties of the switching voltages between both states (Vset and

Vreset) are shown in Fig. 2(c), which shows a clear variation

between Vset ¼ þ0.1 V and þ0.6 V (though always a positive

voltage well below 1 V is required), whereas Vreset presents a

small variation always taking negative values between

�0.4 V and �0.5 V.

Taking into account the maximum Vset and Vreset values

observed along the 100 cycles (in absolute value), the device

was submitted to a specific pulse-voltage pattern, as shown in

Fig. 3(a). In brief, the first pulse forces the set by applying

þ2 V, followed by a second pulse at Vread ¼ �0.2 V to read

the current of the LRS. The third pulse, at �1 V, induces the

reset towards HRS. Finally, the current at Vread ¼ �0.2 V is

again monitored within this state. The duration of the set and

reset pulses was kept at 50 ms, long enough to promote switch-

ing, as observed experimentally; on the contrary, reading times

were set to a much faster value, 0.1 ms, limited by the experi-

mental setup. The device presented an endurance of more than

1000 periods with 99.5% of success, whose cumulative proba-

bility is presented in Fig. 3(b). In this case, LRS presents the

same current values than the observed ones when the device

was submitted to voltage ramps via I(V) curves [see Fig. 2(b)],

taking values centered again around �2� 10�6 A. This con-

firms that the LRS is well defined under both excitation condi-

tions. In contrast, HRS presents a larger current than the one

obtained using I(V) curves. Whereas voltage ramps induced

stable current intensity around �10�11 A, pulse excitation

increases the current intensity up to �10�9 A. This difference

in the current values within the HRS could be related to the

short duration of the pulse during the reset process, which

affects the atomic arrangement, as suggested by Marchewka

et al. in TaOx-based ReRAMs.27

In order to shed light on the physics underlying the

memristive behavior of the ZnO-based device under study,

the charge transport mechanisms governing the different

states (pristine, HRS and LRS) were determined in the sub-

strate accumulation regime (V< 0 range). Figure 4(a)

presents the isolated I(V) curves corresponding to each of

these three states for the most representative cycle in Fig.

2(a), in the log-log representation. The three states present

differentiated trends: the current intensity in the LRS exhib-

its a polynomial dependence on the applied voltage, whereas

this dependence is exponential in the pristine state. In the

HRS the situation is more complex and a combination of at

least two mechanisms takes place.

In the pristine state, the trap-assisted tunneling (TAT)

mechanism might presumably be the dominant conduction

mechanism in our devices, as ZnO is an undoped material

with intrinsic intra-band electronic states (due to its defective

nature);28 a sketch of the energy band diagram for the TAT

mechanism is depicted in Fig. 4(b). Under these conditions,

the electrical current depends exponentially on the applied

voltage, which is given by the following expression:28

I ¼ qntS

2s
exp � 8p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m�
p

d/3=2
t

3hqV

 !
; (1)

with q being the elementary charge, nt the trap areal density,

S the area of the device, s the relaxation time between subse-

quent tunneling events, m* the effective mass of electrons, d
the thickness through which the electric field is applied, /t

the offset energy between the electrode Fermi level and the

trap level, and h the Planck constant.

Regarding the LRS, the observed high current intensity

suggests a large amount of injected carriers, which is com-

patible with the space charge-limited current (SCLC) theory

[see Fig. 4(c)], exhibiting a quadratic dependence on the

voltage29

FIG. 3. (a) Scheme of the pulse-voltage pattern employed in the study. (b)

Cumulative probability plot of HRS and LRS currents at Vread under the

pulse schematics in (a), after more than 1000 periods.

FIG. 4. (a) Log-log representation of the I(V) characteristics of pristine

(black squares), HRS (red circles), and LRS (blue triangles) states. The fit-

ting curves (in solid line) are also plotted together with the experimental

data: trap-assisted tunneling (TAT) for pristine (in black), a combination of

TAT and Fowler-Nordheim (FN) for HRS (in red) and space charge-limited

current (SCLC) for LRS (in blue). All curves were acquired in substrate

accumulation conditions (V< 0). Sketches of the energy band diagram of

TAT, SCLC, and FN charge transport mechanisms are depicted in (b), (c),

and (d), respectively. Whereas TAT and FN mechanisms take place in the

ZnO (pristine and HRS), the SCLC mechanism occurs in ZnOx (LRS).
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I ¼ 9

8
le0erS

V2

d3
; (2)

where l is the electron drift mobility, and e0 and er are the

vacuum and relative permittivities, respectively. Finally, in

the reset process, the conductivity of the devices dramatically

decreases, reaching the HRS. Thus, the ZnO active layer

becomes highly resistive and the intrinsic intra-band states are

again relevant for the conduction. We observed that the cur-

rent intensity dependence on the applied voltage exhibits two

different trends, separated at a threshold voltage around 0.7 V

[see Fig. 4(a)]. At voltages below this threshold, the TAT

mechanism should again dominate charge transport, whereas

Fowler-Nordheim30 (FN) could be the main conduction mech-

anism at higher electric fields, due to the further lowering of

the potential barrier. Therefore, a combination of both mecha-

nisms can be considered as follows:

I ¼ qntS

2s
exp � 8p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m�
p

d/3=2
t

3hqV

 !

þ q2S

8p2hd2/b

V2exp � 8p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m�
p

d/3=2
b

3hqV

 !
; (3)

where the first and second terms of the right side of the equa-

tion correspond to TAT and FN models, respectively; with

/b being the energy offset between the ITO electrode Fermi

level and the ZnO conduction band [see Figs. 4(b) and 4(d)].

Under these considerations, we have fitted the experimen-

tal I(V) curves of the pristine, LRS and HRS states with the

expressions from Eqs. (1), (2), and (3), respectively. This proce-

dure allows us extracting physical parameters from the devices

which are relevant to understand the RS mechanism within.

Although obtaining these parameters is possible through other

techniques, in-situ measurements often do not take into account

sample damaging during preparation, whereas ex-situ ones can

lead to many time-consuming attempts that do not often yield a

specific result due to the difficulty of finding a CNF.

For the pristine state, we have fitted the experimental data

using Eq. (1) taking into account that the current flows over

the full device area through the 60-nm-thick ZnO layer, and

using an electron effective mass for ZnO of 0.3me,
31 which

results in /t being around 0.20 eV. Considering this mecha-

nism, the current is properly adjusted along more than six

orders of magnitude, although some deviations are observed

at voltages lower than 2 V. In fact, some other effects such as

charge trapping can occur and, thus, the parameters that could

be obtained from the pre-exponential factor are subjected to a

large error.

Using Eq. (2), we have fitted the experimental data from

LRS, obtaining an excellent agreement with the space

charge-limited current (SCLC) conduction mechanism. From

the fit, and assuming that for a substoichiometric ZnOx the

electron drift mobility ranges between 18 and 140 cm2 V�1

s�1 and the relative permittivity is above 8.3,32,33 we have

found that the effective device area that is contributing to the

conduction should be equal to or below 1.4� 10�10 cm2,

much lower than the actual top ITO contact area (2.1� 10�3

cm2). This result suggests that the high current intensity

observed in the LRS flows through filaments along the ZnO

semiconductor layer. Taking into account the maximum

active surface evidenced by the conduction mechanism, the

current density along the CNFs can be evaluated, obtaining a

lower limit of J¼ 1.6� 104 A cm�2 at Vread ¼ �0.2 V. This

current density is indeed excessively high, but still lower

than the one observed in the TaOx/TiO2/TaOx structure,

where values over 107 A cm�2 were achieved.34 Further

assuming that, in the set process, out-diffusion of oxygen

ions is forming CNFs with diameters of about 25 nm (typical

diameters reported in the literature lie between 10 and

50 nm),11,12,35,36 the found active surface corresponds to 20

CNFs. Thus, this result suggests the formation of a limited

number of conduction paths, with nanoscale dimensions.

Finally, we could adequately fit the HRS I(V) curve to Eq.

(3). Actually, the experimental current intensity for voltages

below V¼ 0.7 V is properly reproduced by considering only

the TAT contribution. The fact that the TAT mechanism is

dominant at low voltages suggests conduction through the ZnO

defective states, in a similar way than in the pristine state. This

assumption points out to CNFs being interrupted, presumably

due to their partial re-oxidation. The overall current through

the ZnO layer is limited by this gap region, which contributes

to the HRS. Assuming that the current flows through a ZnO

layer with similar structural and chemical composition than the

one in the pristine state (/t¼ 0.20 6 0.02 eV), we found an

effective thickness reduction of about 85% (effective thickness

of 9 6 1 nm). The electric field along the gap of the interrupted

CNFs is enhanced by, at least, this thickness variation, leading

to a value of �0.8 MV cm�1 at V¼ 0.7 V (see, for instance,

Ref. 37, where there is an enhancement of the electric field in

Ga:ZnO nanofibers due to boundary effects). This electric field

is enough to inject carriers with high kinetic energy to over-

come the ITO-ZnO band offset (/b), making dominant the FN

mechanism. Actually, the experimental data is well reproduced

by the FN model, with a band offset energy of /b

¼ 0.57 6 0.04 eV, which is below the energy that carriers have

at voltages above 0.7 V. The application of voltages larger than

1 V will produce again the set process, presumably by promot-

ing out-diffusion of oxygen atoms towards the electrode.

The modeling of the pristine state, LRS and HRS in

ZnO-based devices has allowed determining the mechanism

responsible for the conduction in each of them, as well as

important structural parameters. In the literature, these three

states have also been analyzed: (i) the pristine shows trap-

assisted conduction typical of dielectric materials, like

Poole-Frenkel or TAT, in good agreement with our observa-

tions.38,39 On the other hand, (ii) the LRS typically exhibits a

high conductance with an Ohmic or SCLC behavior; consid-

ering the effective areas reported so far,12 the current density

reaches values compatible with ZnO with a high density of

oxygen vacancies, indicating that the CNF formation is due

to the out-diffusion of O atoms and/or oxygen deficiency in

the film grown by magnetron sputtering. Finally, (iii) the

HRS at low voltages presents again conduction typical of

dielectric materials assisted by traps, suggesting that the con-

ductive paths are partially re-oxidized, thus inducing the

interruption of the CNFs along 9 nm. At larger voltages

(above 0.7 V), injected carriers from the ITO contact present

enough energy to overcome the ITO-ZnO potential barrier,

exhibiting a FN behavior.19 The correlation between the
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charge transport mechanisms through ZnO and its structural

modification under external electrical stress helps anticipat-

ing the optimum operation conditions of ZnO-based memris-

tors. In addition, subsequent cycles between positive and

negative voltages can promote stable switching between the

two states (HRS and LRS), maintaining the previously

observed mechanisms.

The measurements and analyses have been extended to

other cycles and devices with the same structure, finding

similar results that lie within the error bars given for the

extracted parameters. Further study on a stressed device and

comparison with a pristine one (not shown) has provided

prove of the modification of the ZnO structure, by comparing

the resonant Raman E1(LO) overtones between both devices.

As it has previously been suggested,40,41 this fact is compati-

ble with our hypothesis of oxygen out-diffusion in RS. Thus,

the use of electrodes non-transparent to oxygen, ITO in our

case, becomes an important factor in improving the endur-

ance of these ZnO-based devices.

Here, we have demonstrated the RS properties of ITO/

ZnO/p-type Si devices. A difference in current of more than

5 orders of magnitude is observed between LRS and HRS,

with endurance beyond 103 cycles, while working at low vol-

tages. The analysis of the intensity-voltage curves has shown

the formation of CNFs at the set process due to out-diffusion

of O atoms, which is responsible for the LRS. In the reset
process, these CNFs are interrupted along 9 nm by their re-

oxidation, recovering the ZnO defective layer in this region.

The fact that this region is in the range of some nanometers

propitiated the observed high stability of the RS cycle in

these devices. Overall, ZnO, when combined with a p-type

Si substrate and an ITO top electrode, is demonstrated as an

excellent candidate for a future generation of RS memories,

whose combination with other Si-based devices provides a

large range of applications in transparent electronics.
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